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CHRISTMAS PARTY 2010
**Tickets available soon**
Saturday 11th December
Hawkshead Brewery, Staveley
Ceildh with music from
Striding Edge

Forthcoming meets:
 7 Sep—Warton Crag
 10-12 Sep—Wasdale
camping meet
 14 Sep—Trowbarrow
 21 Sep—Hutton Roof
 1-3 Oct—Peak District
Trip, Thorpe Farm near
Hathersage

The club saw an excellent start to the
season, with some great meets boasting
record attendance, and a fantastic trip
to Wales. Now Autumn is almost upon
us and it will soon be time to head back
to the (somewhat expanded) climbing
wall for the winter.
I have to admit to really liking this time
of year. Gradually, although the nights
draw in, the crowds start to depart
from the Lakes, and the hordes of

midges seem to dwindle. Also, September and October of the last few years
have seen rather better weather than
the summer!
We have cool, crisp, misty Autumnal
mornings followed by days as warm as
most of the summer, ideal for climbing,
to look forward to, as well as weekend
meets in Wasdale and the Peak.
If only it didn‟t go dark so early!

Annette, President Kendal MC

Richard Walker‟s love of climbing
When I originally came up
with my attempt to climb
Mont Blanc 4 years ago I
never thought it would lead
to me joining a climbing
club. Up to then I would
have only described
myself as a fell walker
but in 2006 I decided to
go to the Alps.
The Alps are a far different playground to what I
was used to. I went over
there to try and climb Our VP
(plod) up Mont Blanc to
raise money for South Lakeland and North Lancashire
Kidney Patients association
having been on dialysis treatment every other day for 9
years. During the two weeks I
was based in Chamonix, I
climbed a number of 3000m
peaks, plus a final acclimatisation on Mont Blanc du Tacul
(4248m).
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Going to the Alps opened my
eyes to other outdoor activities. I had only really done fell
walking but during my training
in Scotland, Wales and
my trip to the Alps I
became more aware of
using ropes and equipment on scrambles and
easy climbs.
When I came back
from my Alps trip
I got into doing
more walks that
involved scrambles, such as Pinnacle
Ridge on St Sunday
Crag and Easy Terrace
on Dow Crag.

Whilst there I saw an advertisement for Kendal MC and
so I decided to drop in on a
Thursday night get together at
the Castle Pub.
That was in 2007 and during
my time in the club I have met
a lot of really nice people. The
club is great and I have become part of the committee
as well. Within no time at
all I had some rather big
days out at some of the
crags in the lakes.
In 2008 I was fortunate
to have a kidney transplant and as I expected it
has caused some setbacks. Thanks to some
I was starting to really
help from fellow Kenenjoy the climbing and Lakeland
dal MC club members,
decided to go and do a scrambling
I‟m nearly climbing at
taster session at Kendal
the level I was before
wall and soon signed up for an
my operation and I will conintroduction to climbing.
tinue to keep at it.

Meets update
Football matches are sometimes described as „a game of two halves‟, and
this has certainly been a season of two
halves for KMC. I boasted in the last
edition that we had enjoyed eight
meets without a drop of rain, and
clearly this was the kiss of death which
triggered the opening of the heavens.
The meets on high mountain crags have
been particularly affected, with „rain
stopping play‟ at Raven Crag, White
Ghyll, Pavey Ark, Dow Crag and Kettle
Crag.

John Hollingworth
tion, the Karabiner club at Dinorwig,
was an interesting place. At one time
the powder store for the slate quarries,
it was equipped with extremely thick
walls and a massive steel door, but a
relatively light roof, so that any explosions would send debris upwards
rather than outwards. Fortunately we
managed to avoid any incidents with
the calor gas supply, so weren‟t able to
test the structure. A big thank you to
Joanne for organising the accommodation and dealing with the saga of the
gate keys (enough said about that).

Attitudes towards wet weather climbing have changed over the years. When
The weather also came good for a suI were a lad and there were no climbing
perb evening on Gimmer. For the secwalls, we used to climb in all weather
ond year in a row, we found ourselves
conditions, in big boots, and see it as
sitting on the top of the crag in shirtgood training for „real mountaineering‟.
sleeves at 9pm, admiring the fabulous
I particularly remember an ascent of
views across Langdale. And this year we
New West Route on Pillar Rock in a
even made last orders, which turned a
torrential downpour and howling gale.
great evening into a perfect one!
The main crack pitch was a waterfall,
Another highlight was the provision of
coils of loose rope were blowing in all
chips by the Mardale Inn, following a
directions, and a deluge of freezing
cold, windy evening on Gouther Crag.
water was pouring into the sleeves of
Unfortunately some of us got down too
my ventile anorak and out the legs of
late from the crag to
my
Moles kin
partake in this luxury
breeches. We were
and had to make do
hard in those days!
with cold beer. It was
Now I‟ve gone soft
disappointing, but I‟m
and am the first to
hardened to such things
rush indoors when
the sun goes behind A gaggle of climbers, Robin Proctor after years of „chip let
downs‟ at BMC local
a cloud.
area meetings.
Despite the unsettled weather, there
I was away during August, but am
have been some memorable highlights.
aware that the persistent showery
The Welsh weekend in June was absoweather continued the on-off pattern
lutely brilliant, with a big turn out of
of meets. However, at the time of writmembers and wall-to-wall sunshine on
ing, it looks like the weather has picked
the Saturday. Most of us managed to
up again and there‟s hope that it could
enjoy some long climbs on high crags,
turn out to be a „season of three
and there was an epic or two thrown in
thirds‟. After a hard day‟s work, what
to liven up the day. Our accommoda-

could
be
better than
to
drive
through pleasant country lanes to the
Silverdale coast, walk out on to the
headland with extensive views opening
up across Morecambe Bay, scramble
down to the lovely setting of Jack
Scout Cove with its sun-kissed limestone walls, and climb all evening until
tempted away by the smells of the
barbeque, to relax on the rocky headland and eat tasty beefburgers whilst
the Sun sets across the water and the
distant lights of Morecambe start to
twinkle. Life can be so good!
Let‟s hope the above soliloquy (which
contains both the longest and shortest
sentences of the report), has tempted
you to turn out for the remaining
three evening meets, which are all on
the limestone. The 21st September
marks the end of the evening summer
season, and will provide the „three Cs
experience‟ – Climbing at Hutton
roof, Curry (in Kendal) and the Castle
for nightcap. Look out for more details by e-mail.
The outdoor season will finish in style,
with our Peak District weekend at
Thorpe Farm Bunkhouse, near Hathersage, from 1st to 3rd October. It‟s in
a great location with some high quality
local climbing on offer, including the
inimitable Stanage of course. Thanks
go to Simon White for organising this
meet. Contact Simon with queries.
Finally, a big thank you to all the meet
organisers for previous and future
events, to Polly and Sue for provision
of barbeque, and to all of you for turning out and making the meets so successful. Happy climbing!

G E A R R EV IE W by Sue
W I L D C O U N TR Y S Y N C R O U L T R AL I TE H A R N E S S
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My first harness was chosen on my
behalf by someone who thought I‟d be
spending all my time hanging around
on the end of a rope. He must have
chosen the bulkiest, most padded
harness he could find and knowing no
better I thought it was fine for a long
time. Gradually I realised I wanted
something lighter and less bulky. After
a bit of research and a lot of looking
at other people‟s harnesses I decided
on the Wild Country Syncro Ultralite.
No it‟s not the name of a condom, it‟s
a harness, honestly! Anyway I love it.

5 upward pointing gear loops, lightweight (480 grams), easy to put on
(ziplock buckles), and always symmetrical whether you‟re wearing loads of
clothes and you‟ve been pigging out and
put on ¾ of a stone or whether you‟re
at your slimmest and in minimal clothing. It comes in two sizes and both are
very adjustable. It is a bit more expensive than some but I felt it was worth it.
So with 5 gear loops we now come to a
whole other topic of how to „rack up‟ – Wild Country Syncro Ultralite harness
but that‟ll wait for another day.
2
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The Paklenica Gorge

by Ken Taylor

Over the last few years, we‟ve got
but it was very steep and the hard
piled up behind
into the habit of going on a week‟s
moves “like the sexual athlete‟s fanus and Conan
climbing trip in the spring, but finding a
tasy, just kept on coming” (quote for
furthered Anglo-German relations
good venue has become a bit of a
fans of Ken Wilson‟s Hard Rock) until
with a few well-chosen words and a
the welcome traverse line and upper
challenge.
well-timed shove directed at two Gergroove was reached after 20m.
A bit of surfing around on the
mans who had aspirations to overtake
net took me to a useful webus (after which they decided to abseil
Tuesday dawned to grey skies. Rain
s ite (h tt p :// www.c limb off muttering something about the
threatened, so we thought we‟d try
europe.com/areas.htm) and I
an easyish multi-pitch climb - Tinin
rudeness of English climbers).
found myself being drawn to
Smjer – graded at around F4a (we
We launched ourselves up the first
Croatia and the Paklenica
had two editions of the guide and
pitch (graded F3) and all admitted
gorge. It all sounded a bit too
each gave different technical grades,
afterwards that we each thought – “If
good to be true: - by the sea,
some of them quite radically differthis is F3, what‟s the F5c going to be
just a short walk to the crags,
ent). It took us almost as long to
like?” Pitch followed pitch, all at a
sports routes in abundance
find it as it did to climb it due to
pretty reasonable standard (each
and long trad routes on massome ambiguity in the guide. We
about British VS 4b/4c). The guide
sive limestone crags, with
raced up it without any real diffisaid the route was bolted and we‟d
some good walking in the
culty, mostly scrambling.
only brought a small rack of gear so
area too (if you ignore the The corner of
had to be choosey about when and
minefields, that is). A group Vino na usnama On the next day, the weather was
where to place it on the longer
even worse and an air of desponof 18 of us headed off there
pitches. After seven pitches, we stood
dency
set
in.
We
checked
the
Croatia
in early May.
in a cosy corner below a big overlap
guide and there was a crag on Pag
We found a set of three apartments
which marked the start of the finishing
Island called Stogaj, just across the
together in one building at Starigrad
sequence of pitches - graded F5c, F5b
Velebit Channel from Paklenica. It was
Paklenica, located a mile from the
and F5a respectively. I had the pleasquite a long but fascinating drive
National Park entrance with plenty of
ure of the F5c pitch. It started rightround but as we approached the
shops, restaurants and bars nearby.
wards along a ramp below the roof
„crag‟, I was a bit dismayed at what I
The only downside was the long drive
and was running with water; and the
saw – it just looked like a jumble of
from Dubrovnik (we had hoped to fly
first bolt to aim for was at least 30ft
huge boulders in a rocky wilderness.
to Zadar but Ryanair had different
away. As it turned out the ramp was
But, first appearances were deceiving.
furnished with excellent
Tucked here and
ideas).
holds and the climbing was
there
were
some
The gorge is around 6-700m deep for
easy, although the situation
excellent climbs –
much of its length. The layout is pretty
was mind-blowing (we were
some
slabby
and
simple – a good track runs up the
about 850ft up by this stage
with
tiny
holds,
bottom of the gorge, sharing its
and the ground below just an
some steeply overcourse with a river. Crags rear up
abstract concept). It was the
hanging
with
huge
straight from the track or river bank
corner above the end of the
jugs.
The
„elephant
and this is where the sports routes
ramp that presented the
in the room‟ of
can be found (in an area called Klanci).
challenge, but the cracks
Stogaj
was
the
On the slopes above the bed of the
were excellent for jamming,
pinnacle
–
60+m
Anića
Kuk,
with
the
line
of
gorge is a multitude of bigger crags,
there was plenty of natural
high and more or
Mosoraški shown in black
some of massive proportions. The
gear to bolster confidence
less vertical - tamost famous and spectacular is Anića
and it was possible to find resting
pering
to
a
wafer
thin
edge
on
the
Kuk, with routes up to 350m in
positions between each set of hard
south side. Three routes weave their
length. Something for everyone!
moves, perhaps English 5a. We soon
way up the front face. Conan and I,
found ourselves stood on the top,
followed by Dave and George
The first day, we headed for the
congratulating ourselves on complet(Wolstenholm) climbed La Vida Loca
sports routes at the start of the naring what is one of the best climbs I‟ve
(F5c). What a brilliant climb! The
row part of the gorge and threw ourfinal pitch was amazing and followed
selves at a set of three F4b routes.
ever done.
the sharp prow of the south end of
The sun was shining and the crowds
What do I think of climbing in the
the pinnacle. Each side fell verwere out, which limited our
Paklenica Gorge? The sports climbing
tically over 150ft to the ground
choice of routes and I found
routes were not as plentiful as other
and
the
prow
was
almost
myself „warming up‟ on Marina,
places we‟d been to, compounded by
sharpened to a point. It was so
which was rated a hardish F6a.
the crowds of other climbers queuing
It proved to be a subtle and
thin it had holes through it!
for routes. But they had more characinteresting climb because of
Friday heralded a change for
ter than some crags in Mallorca or
the switch from the very steep
the better in the weather and a
Costa Brava. It‟s probably in the
rock at the start, pulling over
chance to bag the route that
overhangs on fingery holds,
longer multi-pitch „trad‟ routes that
Conan and I had set our eyes
and then having to switch to
Paklenica comes into its own. Moon
–
Mosoraški,
on
Anića
Kuk,
delicate balance moves on the
soraški has to be one of the best mid350m, 10 pitches and a crux
steep slab above. All the
dle grade climbs around (eat your
pitch
of
F5c
at
pitch
8.
We
climbs had some interesting
heart out Puig Campagna and Sa
Conan, La Vida Loca were all a little apprehensive,
moves and felt a little underGubia). Given better weather or
especially
after
all
the
rain
of
graded, possibly because they were a
more time, there were a lot more
the
past
few
days.
There
was
one
bit polished in places. Chris notched
excellent multi-pitch routes we could
party
already
ensconced
and
they
set
up the second F6a lead on Kanjon
the
pace
for
the
climb.
Other
parties
have done.
Special. It didn‟t have a specific crux,
3
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Climbers‟ comments
Readers thoughts, letters and advice...
If you would like to comment on climbing,, ask for advice from a panel of experts, have experiences that you need to share,
or just want to get something off your chest...then this is the place to do it.
The question posed to members this
month is:

How do you deal
with fear and
anxiety when
climbing?
We had a wealth of different answers
from the text book, to personal ways
of dealing with fear.
Enjoy!

account how I feel and the conditions
at the time. Experience helps in assessing both of these. Remember
what Lionel Terray (or
some famous French
alpinist) once said though:
“sometimes it‟s harder to
turn back than it is to
keep going.” - you need
to manage the fear of
failure, too.

4. It's best to do something (assess the
move, rest, check gear, or even sing
a song) than let the move play on
your mind; the fear
only grows.
Risk to me is likelihood + consequence,
and you should have
your own acceptable
risk-level. The way
this works is you give
“Watch it on DVD”
scores of 1 to 5, with
5 being the worst
Phillipa’s answer is: I use the mind
result. For example;
trick of taking in the view around me
(other than the climb!), blanking my
A. the likelihood of successfully makmind and then setting off up the climb
ing the move is good (1) but the conbefore my consciousness catches up
sequence is fatal (5) =6 (a Diff with a
with me. Clearly this works best after
50 foot fall potential);
you've geared up and tied
B. the likelihood of successfully making
in! If the nerves manage
the move is poor (5) but the conseto surface I talk to myself
quence of failure is low (1) = 6 (an E1
sternly, chalk up and yell
with perfect gear above your head).
'Watch me!'

Polly offers advice to
everyone: The textbook answer to deal- “Gripped”
John H replies: Fear and anxiety are
Roger
Chaldecott
ing with fear and anxioften concerned with the future, e.g.
states:
May
I
start
by
ety is to think positive
what might happen. „I might fall off, I
saying
there
are
2
basis
and breathe deeply,
Gripped
might hurt myself, I might fail, I won‟t
for fear; one is a imagand to practise falls at
get the tick, I will be disappointed‟ etc.
ined
and
the
other
is
real.
"Real"
is
the climbing wall. If the fear and anxiThis preoccupation with the future
where
you
aren't
confident
of
making
ety is stopping you from climbing I
distracts from the present, leading to
the move and to fail would be serious.
think if you second somebody on a
loss of focus on your climbing style
More
on
assessing
risk
later,
but
asgrade higher than you lead, it can reand movement. To combat this, try
suming
we're
talking
imagined
fear
store your confidence in your own
and stay in „the now‟ by concentrating
where you have good protection
climbing ability. Do not push yourself
intently on your hand and footholds
and/or
to
get
it
wrong
should
not
hurt
too hard and always end the day with
and thinking only about the next move
you.
enough energy to do one more climb.
you are trying to make. All being well,
1. Firstly analyse the move, can you do
this can help to push the fear to the
it, have you placed good protecback of your mind. If this doesn‟t
Ken
Taylor
tion?
work, try screaming.
writes: Fear and
2. Imagine you're above a
anxiety – good
wonderful grassy landing, only
question. Fear
Finally, Liz comments: I talk myself
two feet below; ask yourself if
and anxiety are
through the moves (in my head or out
you could make the move in
good things –
loud depending on
that
situation
they make sure
how scary it is!). I
if the answer is
you are focused
only put good gear
yes,
either
on the job in
in - I don‟t waste
imagine
that
is
hand (and thus
time and energy
the situation,
produce one of
putting rubbish in
or
tell
yourself
the
greatest
that will only scare
to
get
on
with
benefits of rock
me! I also shout at
climbing
and Does this mug belong to one of it (yes it's ok to
myself to get on
talk
to
yourmountaineering
our members?
with it and think
self).
– a complete
how good it will be
mental
clean3. Remind yourself you
“Wow”
when its over.
out) and the adrenalin gives added
can do it and get on
strength (does anyone know if it is
with it before you get
addictive or not?). I manage it mainly
tired, it will only get harder in your
in the choice of route, taking into
head.
If you would like to suggest a topic for the next edition, or have something you want to share, please send an e-mail to
newsletter@kendalmc.org
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SPECIAL REPORT—Connecting the “Three Counties System”
The recent activities of the Kendal MC „underground climbing‟
contingent (also known as the Misty Mountain Mud Miners)
recently made the headlines in national newspapers
George North, Liz and Ian Lawton report
As a few of you may have noticed
Kingsdale, near Ingleton could be consome members of KMC have more of
nected to form one massive system.
a penchant for climbing after sunset
Over the years many kilometres of
than others. With
new cave have
helmet mounted
been discovered
lights they are ofand many of the
“One of the ‘last great
ten seen starting up
gaps have been
routes whilst the
closed. Already
problems’ of British
rest of the club
the largest part of
caving”
departs for the
the system (The
Ian close to where the connection
pub. This is a brief
Ease Gill System)
has been made
description of how
is the largest in
we cavers ended up with our moment
the country at over 60km long. For
showed that the two ends of the difthe last 25 years however 3 gaps have
ferent cave systems were only sepain the media spotlight!
remained and little progress has been
rated by 14m of mud filled passage.
With only 1 possible trip left before
made in closing them.
Neil went away it was time for the
During early 2009 Neil Pacey decided
to start a major project to complete
serious digging!
what was one of the
Therefore on the 30 May 10 of us
„last great problems‟ of
attacked the mud from either end.
British caving – the
Eventually after 6 hours of digging
underground connecand some serious headaches
tion between Ireby Fell
caused by the Carbon Dioxide
build up we were able to squeeze
Caverns in Lancashire,
across the border, deep beneath
and Rift Pot in Yorkthe county boundary for the first
shire. This was one of
time. Caving history had been
the last gaps left in the
made and we had just the thing to
so called „Three Councelebrate: Black Sheep Ale and
ties System‟.
Wensleydale had been brought in
Over the course of the last 18 months
from Yorkshire, and Lancaster Red
Neil Pacey, Ian and Liz Lawton,
beer and Eccles Cakes were carried in
George North and other members of
from Lancashire. A mud sign had also
The Three Counties System was first
been created proclaiming – Welcome
the Misty Mountain Mud Miners dighypothesised in 1969, the idea being
ging group have put in many hours of
to Lancashire.
that the many caves between Castereffort digging out
ton Fell above Kirby Lonsdale, and
mud choked cave
And so to the
“6 hours of digging and
passages and breakfuture: One
ing up rock using
some serious headaches
last 20m gap
exciting noisy techcaused by the carbon
remains
for
nology.
non
cavemonoxide build-up”
divers, this is
being dug at
the moment
Despite spending
and progress is slow but steady. When
most of our time digging in the wrong
connected this will create a system of
place we eventually had a breakcaves nearly 100km long – clearly
through
just
2
weeks
before
Neil
went
Ian in the South East Passage in
ranking in the top 25 longest cave
on his travels. Our survey now
Ireby Fell Caverns
systems in the world.

Emma Wright
A dark cloud was cast over the summer by the terribly sad news of the death of new member Emma Wright in the Alps.
Emma joined us at Robin Proctor Scar back in June this year. Our thoughts are with her family.
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Polly‟s fine dining kitchen
Recipes and complementary wines—Just what you need
after a hard day on the crag!

Polly’s Creamy courgette soufflé

Preparation time 25 minutes, cooking time 15-35 minutes
ring frequently, until they are completely soft and almost all
their water has evaporated (this may take 20 minutes or
more). Then bash to a pulpy consistency with a wooden
spoon or potato masher and set aside.

Ingredients (Serves 6 to 8)
2 tbsp
1
500g/1lb 2oz
55g/2oz
55g/2oz
250ml/8fl oz
4
55g/2oz
black pepper
butter, to grease

olive oil
clove garlic, finelychopped
small courgettes,
finely sliced
butter
Delicious creamy souffle
plain flour
milk heated
eggs separated into 3 yolks & 4 whites
cheddar or gruyere, grated

In a small pan, melt the butter and add the flour. Mix together, cook for 1 minute, then stir in the hot milk to make a
thick béchamel, stirring continuously to avoid lumps. Allow to
bubble for just 1 minute (this ensures the flour is cooked
through) then remove from the heat. Add the béchamel to
the courgette, along with the egg yolks, cheese, and a few
twists of black pepper, and beat well to get a nice sticky mixture. Whisk the egg whites until stiff and fold carefully into the
mixture. Divide between five to six ramekins or pile into one
large soufflé dish. Bake in a preheated oven for 12-15 minutes
for ramekins, up to 35 minutes for large one. Serve straight
from the oven, without delay.

Method
Preheat the oven to 180°C/350°F/Gas 4 and grease 6
ramekins.
Heat the oil in a large saucepan and add the garlic and
courgettes. Cook the courgettes gently, on a slow sizzle
so they soften without browning. Continue cooking, stir-

These soufflés can be cooled and then re-cooked in the oven
later. Try adding a tablespoon each of fresh chopped chives,
thyme or even rosemary to the mixture.

Profiteroles with warm chocolate sauce
Makes 1 pint of chocolate sauce. Preparation time 20 minutes. Cooking time 35 / 45 minutes
Ingredients (Serves 8)
600ml/1 pt
280g/10oz
8
225g/8oz
pinch
425ml/¾ pt

well with no lumps and when it doesn‟t stick to the sides of the
pan any more it‟s ready. Remove from the heat and allow to
cool. Gradually beat in the eggs.

cold water
plain flour
eggs
butter
salt
whipping cream

Pipe onto parchment-lined trays and bake at 200°C/400°F/Gas
6 for 25 to 30 minutes until firm and golden brown. If you are
using a fan assisted oven it is a good idea to pipe little drops of
the raw paste mix onto the tray before placing the parchment
paper on top as this stops the fan in the oven making the paper
flap around.

Chocolate sauce
425ml/¾ pt
½
25g/1 oz
225g/8 oz
25g/1 oz

double cream
a split vanilla pod
caster sugar
dark or milk chocolate drops
butter

Method
Boil the water and butter until the butter melts.
Beat in the flour over a low heat, until the mixture binds

When the profiteroles are completely cold, using a piping bag
filled with whipped cream, push a little hole in the bottom of
eac h p r o f it er o le an d p ip e in t h e c r eam .
For the chocolate sauce - place the cream, butter and vanilla
into a pan and bring to a gentle simmer for 5 minutes. Off the
heat, stir in the chocolate until it melts and then stir in the
sugar. Arrange the profiteroles neatly in bowls and pour over
the warm or cool chocolate sauce.

.....and to accompany
The soufflé is the lightest of dishes and requires a wine that reflects is airy texture. Summer is also the time to abandon the
heavy warm reds and move to the chilled whites and roses. My suggestion for the courgette soufflé is a Spanish Rosado, it‟s
clean, crisp and has fruity overtones. It also comes as a Cava if you fancy a bit of fizz.
For dessert I would move away from wine and try a small glass of Grand Marnier liqueur. It‟s lovely orange flavour will add
something special to the warm chocolate sauce.
Bon appetite!
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Rope Testing on Left Wall

Kendal
Mountaineering
Club

by John Hollingworth
The fall from the first crux was just a warm up. A sort of
practice run I suppose. It was a typical scenario - an over
-enthusiastic lurch upwards without a proper plan,
quickly getting wrong-handed, feet
sliding on smears, a flailing, snatchy moment or two
and then the inevitable outcome. My rapid descent
felt quite smooth and pleasant in a strange sort of
way. The struggle was over and I could watch with
detached interest as the rock flashed by and I came
to a gentle stop on the rope stretch fifteen feet or
so below my top runner. Down at the bottom,
Anne had a rather different experience as she was
jerked up in the air when the rope came tight on
Climber on the
the belay.
first crux

To email everyone:
kendalmc@kendalmc.org
President: nettymif@hotmail.com
Newsletter / Secretary:
joanne.larty@gmail.com
Meets:
john.hollingworth@cumbria.ac.uk
Treasurer:
polly4sheasby@btinternet.com
Next Newsletter: Dec 2010
Send articles or ideas to Joanne
(newsletter@kendalmc.org)

www.kendalmc.org

The next BMC Lakes Area Gathering:

Next meeting to be announced for December
For further details see UKC and BMC web sites

Technical help:

The fall from the second crux was definitely the main event – the one
you could sell tickets for. It started out in much the same way – a prologue of huffing, puffing, grasping and grunting, then off and out into
space again, but this time with additional entertainment. Part way down
my foot caught in a runner and I was suddenly thrown into a tumbling
spin. After a double somersault with one and a half twists (eat your
heart out Tom Daley), I found myself completely upside down for a brief
moment, looking at the ground rushing towards me a hundred feet below. Then I slowed and righted, the walls of the Cromlech stopped
revolving and the World came back to some sort of normality. The
runner which held me was now a distant speck above and blood was
gently dripping from my left hand, giving my rack of karabiners a rather
attractive mottled red and silver finish. Meanwhile
the culprit runner had mysteriously and rather
worryingly detached itself from both rock and
rope, and landed neatly at Anne‟s feet as she recovered from another battering on the belay. No
major damage seemed to have been done, so I
stemmed the flow of blood with a liberal coating of
chalk, dogged back up to my high point, took a
deep breath and struggled on upwards to the top of
the wall.
No cigar this time unfortunately, and only bruised
ribs and trashed fingers for my troubles. But Left
The top crux
Wall is still up there, waiting for next time.

A section for assistance with hardware problems

Polly’s problem friend
Through over-use (and possible neglect
at times) one of my friends has become
rather stiff.
As you can imagine, it
can be quite challenging to insert it correctly, particularly
when half way up a
climb. I thought I
should ask for advice
from club members.
A number of responses were received,
the most helpful from Aunt Sue.

Aunt Sue’s technical help:
Often men think that us girls just simply
do not understand these things. Well,
here‟s my answer just to show that we
do!
Stiffness is usually a consequence of lack
of servicing. What I find works well is a
good oiling, regularly during the summer
months, and perhaps even more so during winter. Prevention is better than cure,
as they say.
Don‟t just slap on the lube everywhere,
you‟ve got to be careful to get it in the
right place – apply it to the moving bits at
the end and gently squeeze your friend as
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you apply. Depending on how old
your friend is and how long it was
since the last service, this could loosen
things up straight away, or it could
take a while, be patient and your
friend will be back to normal soon.
If you would like to provide an additional response to Polly‟s problem, or
if you have a technical question you
would like answering, please e-mail
the editor and we‟ll get you sorted for
next time: joanne.larty@gmail.com

